Can people be autonomous if they are subject to authority? In particular, can they be autonomous if they are subject to the authority of law?

In a series of works that have revolutionized legal philosophy since the 1970s, Joseph Raz has argued that authority includes the capacity to direct people’s conduct to the exclusion of considerations that would otherwise be good reasons for action. A tension or conflict between authority and autonomy may seem to result because an autonomous person makes his or her own response to reasons for action. Various critics have concluded that Raz treats people as if they ought to obey authorities blindly when they oughtn’t, and as if they generally deferred to the authority of law in particular when they don’t.

In fact, as I understand it, Raz’s answer to the general question is that authority can serve autonomy. I will not summarize it; I will point out (in section 1) that the answer is convincing partly because autonomous judgment is needed to determine the jurisdiction of an authority and to determine the exclusionary scope of its directives.

As for the particular question of the authority of law, Raz has said that law claims unlimited authority. I will argue (in section 2) that although law may not acknowledge limits to its authority, it need not claim unlimited authority either. It claims an unspecified jurisdiction, and its directives may have unspecified exclusionary scope. In combination, the points in...
section 1 and section 2 answer the specific question—whether people can be autonomous if they are subject to the authority of law. The answer (section 3) is “yes”: laws often violate autonomy, but there is nothing in the nature of law that violates autonomy. But its artificial, systematic nature creates a standing risk that the law of a particular system will do so.

1. Claims to authority do not necessarily violate autonomy

You are twelve years old and you are thirsty, and there is a jug of lemonade in the fridge. Your sister wants it to feed her lilies. It is delicious. We can picture your practical reasoning as a balancing act in which you put considerations that count in favor of drinking the lemonade into one pan of the Balance, and considerations that count against drinking it into the other pan, to see which side swings down:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Balance of Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Left-hand side [considerations in favor of drinking the lemonade]:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- it will quench your thirst.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- it is delicious.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Right-hand side [considerations against drinking the lemonade]:** |
| - it will do the lilies good, and they are beautiful. |
| - drinking it will distress your sister, who has her hopes pinned on using the lemonade for the lilies. |

As a general model of practical reason, the Balance would have catastrophic flaws:

- (1) the binary nature of the model is oversimplified because there are often more than two possibilities. Decisions about, e.g., what to do when you grow up, or what to do after lunch, seldom present a binary choice.
- (2) Practical decisions are often made in conditions of more or less uncertainty (as to the likelihood of future contingencies, or as to availability of alternatives), so that the decision maker may not know what weights to put into each side.
- (3) The metaphor of weights and a balance misrepresents the considerations relevant to many decisions because there is often no metric. The beauty of the lilies, for example, is immensurable (there is no precise answer to the question, how beautiful are the lilies?). And considerations that do lend themselves to measurement (e.g., the salary and the working hours of two available jobs) may be incommensurable with each other.

So the Balance is not a general model of practical reason. It is actually because of its artificial structure that the Balance is useful as a model for the artificial, simplifying role of authorities in practical reasoning. Consider the effect of a directive from the paradigm case of an authority: a parent.

Suppose that your mother comes into the kitchen and says, “leave the lemonade for your sister.” What effect should that have on your practical reasoning? Consider two possibilities:

Your mother has given you new weights to put into the right-hand side of the Balance. For example, if you drink the lemonade, her feelings will be hurt, and she may do something unpleasant to you. After your mother’s command, there is more weight on the right than there was before.

Your mother’s command goes into the right-hand side of the Balance and gives you a reason to take weights out of the left-hand side (that is, a reason not to count the undoubted weight that they would have if you put them in the Balance). The scale swings down on the right.

If you treat your mother’s command in the second way, you treat it as what Raz calls a “protected reason”*: a complex that includes a reason not to drink the lemonade, and a second-order, “exclusionary” reason not to act on other reasons. In Raz’s view, an authority has the capacity to give the subject protected reasons for action, and not just the opportunity to add reasons that are to be weighed in the Balance.

Suppose that you reason as follows: “On the one hand it would be nice to drink the lemonade, but on the other hand mom’s feelings matter, and since the lemonade is not so delicious that it outweighs that consideration in combination with the other considerations against drinking the lemonade, I’ll do what she said to do.” You would not be obeying your mother—you would be humorizing her. If you explained your reasoning to her, the humorizing would defeat itself and you would merely provoke her. Of course, your mother might say, “humor me and don’t drink the lemonade,” or “consider my feelings.” But that is not what she says when she just says, “leave the lemonade for your sister.” When she says that, she is claiming your obedience. She is presenting a course of action to you as a conclusion for your practical reasoning, without regard to the weight of reasons that might (otherwise) go into the left-hand side. The impicature of what she says is that you are to remove weights from the left-hand side of the Balance. For you cannot act in a way that responds to their weight if you accept her capacity to direct you not to drink the lemonade.

Is authority, understood in this way, compatible with autonomy? You may say that the parent-child relationship in the paradigm example of authority shows that authority and autonomy are incompatible. The child is not fully autonomous because of two interconnected aspects of the authority relationship, which I will call the mother’s “jurisdiction,” and the “scope” of her directive.

**Jurisdiction:** The mother’s capacity to exclude considerations that would otherwise be genuinely relevant is a standing negation of autonomy.

**Scope:** A particular directive specifically detracts from autonomy by excluding relevant considerations.

The jurisdiction of an authority determines not only whom it can address and what actions it can direct, but also what considerations it can exclude. The scope of a directive is the set of considerations that a particular directive excludes. If an authority had unlimited jurisdiction, and if the scope of its directives were unlimited, then a person subject to the authority would have no autonomy (except what the authority chooses to leave to him or her). If a directive excluded all considerations, then it would deny the subject’s autonomy within the directive’s range of application.

In fact, neither an authority’s jurisdiction nor the scope of a directive need be universal in these ways. I believe that it only seems that authority necessarily violates autonomy if we exaggerate the generality of one feature, or of both.
Scope and interpretation

Suppose that your mother tells you to stay in the house while she goes to the grocery store. Just as she disappears down the road, the house bursts into flames. If her directive excludes other considerations, does that mean that you must stay in the house, in order to recognize your mother as an authority? Not necessarily, according to Raz: “It should be remembered that exclusionary reasons may vary in scope; they may exclude all or only some of the reasons which apply to certain practical problems.”

How can you tell what her directive excludes? Since she is the authority, it seems that she gets to decide what considerations to exclude. She could have said, “don’t go out to play with Steve,” or “don’t go out just because your sister tells you to,” and then she would be telling you what considerations she is excluding. But she simply told you, “stay in the house.”

Why not say this: by telling you to stay in the house, she purported to present a conclusion for your practical reasoning; so her directive excludes whatever must be excluded in order to necessitate that conclusion. Therefore it excludes all considerations in favor of leaving the house. For you cannot be responsive to considerations in favor of leaving the house if you must reach the conclusion that you are not to leave the house. She purported to give you a conclusive reason.

The house-on-fire situation reduces that view to absurdity. It is absurd to treat the directive in a way would turn the authority’s directive against her. Instead of treating her directive as a way of accomplishing the purposes for which she has authority, it would make her authoritative act into a potential disaster. Treating authorities generally in that way would involve a commitment to radical misinterpretation of your mother’s directives—an interpretation that is actually repugnant to her authority over you.

When the house is on fire, how should you interpret your mother’s directive? The interpretative question is not what she said, or what she intended (she most likely had no intention of the issue you face in the burning house). The interpretative question is what to make of the fact that she directed you to stay in the house. You need to work out the effect of what she did. Of course, what she did was to exercise authority over you; so the interpretation needed to answer more specific questions (including your specific question of what considerations she excluded) is to be answered in a way that does not frustrate the purposes for which she exercises authority over you.4 If you can presume that her purpose was to exercise authority for the reasons that justify it, then you will misinterpret her communicative act if you treat her directive as excluding the consideration that you will perish in the fire if you do what she said to do. So that consideration is not excluded; you ought to put it in the side of the Balance in favor of fleeing from the house, and it is heavy enough that the Balance will presumably swing down in that direction.

This interpretative approach supports your mother’s authority. She cannot perform the service that authorities provide if she cannot exclude considerations from the Balance; she cannot perform it effectively if she cannot generalize without running the risk that you will treat her directives as excluding all considerations. The approach potentially gives rise to very difficult borderline cases in various situations: you cannot depart from what she said to do merely because you can see that if she hadn’t told you to stay in, there would be good reason to go out. You need to defer to her view as to what counts as good reason to go out if you are to treat her as an authority; but that does not mean that her directive requires you to stay in the house when you can see—in spite of the fact that you are not the authority—that it would be contrary to the purposes of the authority to view the emergency consideration as an excluded reason.

If you treated her directives as conclusive guides to your practical reasoning, rather than exclusionary guides, then in order to issue any directive responsibly your mother would need to codify your obligations under a set of contingencies that she cannot catalogue (in fact, under the set of all relevant contingencies including those that are unforeseeable).7

Jurisdiction

Now suppose that your mother deliberately excluded the emergency consideration. Suppose that she said, “stay in the house even if you burn to death.”8 She has acted outside her jurisdiction. She has claimed authority to exclude a consideration that she has no authority to exclude.

What considerations can your mother authoritatively exclude? It is a question of the justification of authority. So Raz’s “normal justification thesis” offers a criterion for jurisdiction: it is that the subject can “better conform to reasons that apply to him anyway” by using the authority’s directives as a guide.9 This formulation makes room for mistakes by authorities: justifiable deference to authority does not require that the subject can see that the authority has used its power well. But if the subject—with awareness of the decision-making advantages of the authority that call for deference—can see that a directive is an abuse of power, then the subject can see that it is made without jurisdiction.

A mother’s jurisdiction over her children is typically very broad. She can validly direct a wide range of conduct, and her directives can exclude a wide range of considerations that would otherwise be relevant to the child’s decisions. Extremely general jurisdictions really do reduce the subject’s autonomy. You may better conform to reasons that apply to you if you do as your mother says, even if it seems that she is telling you the wrong thing. Yet it is possible to imagine circumstances in which a twelve-year-old can see that obedience to a particular directive is not justified by the normal justification thesis, or in any way.

But it is dangerous to generalize about the jurisdiction of authorities. We cannot even say generally that an authority cannot exclude emergency considerations. An authority has good reason to take such considerations out of the hands of subjects if the subjects will conform to reason better if they do not act on such considerations.10 Yet I think we can say generally that an authority has the widest jurisdiction for which the normal justification thesis is satisfied. If the normal justification thesis is only satisfied, as regards your mother’s authority toward you, in respect of the household chores, then that is the extent of her jurisdiction. But if you would more closely conform to the reasons you have by treating her as having a wider jurisdiction, then you had better do so.

There is, of course, a relation between the interpretation of a particular directive and the authority’s jurisdiction. A limit on jurisdiction is a ground of interpretation of an unspecific directive. Your mother would not have authority to tell you to stay inside the burning house; so her directive to stay in the house is best interpreted as not applying in that case. The principle that authorities are to be presumed to act within their jurisdiction is a standard legal technique because it is a generally sound maxim of interpretation of authorities.

A summary on authority in general

There is a sense in which if one accepts the legitimacy of an authority one is committed to following it blindly. One can be very watchful that it shall not
overstep its authority and be sensitive to the presence of non-excluded considerations. But barring these possibilities, one is to follow the authority regardless of one’s views of the merits of the case (that is, blindly). (AL 24)

The mediating role of authority cannot be carried out if its subjects do not guide their actions by its instructions instead of by the reasons on which they are supposed to depend. No blind obedience to authority is here implied. Acceptance of authority has to be justified, and this normally means meeting the conditions set in the justification thesis. ("Authority, Law, and Morality," in Ethics in the Public Domain, 1994 at 199).

Which is it? Both, in a sense. The lemonade is delicious, and if you treat that consideration as excluded by your mother’s directive, then you are acting as if you were blind to that consideration. But you need not be acting as if you were blind to reason. You may be using the service that the authority purports to offer in order to conform to reason. So subjection to authority need not, on Raz’s account, amount to abandoning your autonomy. The subjects of an authoritative directive may (and must, too, if they are to justify action in compliance with a directive) assess:

1. whether the source of the directive has legitimate authority
2. the authority’s jurisdiction (and of whether the directive is within that jurisdiction)
3. the scope of the directive (i.e., the range of reasons excluded by the directive)
4. the import of any unexcluded reasons (and how to resolve any conflict between them and the directive)
5. whether an exclusionary reason is defeated by another second-order reason.

It may take a complex exercise in evaluative and normative reasoning to justify obedience to a claim of authority. And if you conclude that a consideration is validly excluded by authority, you can keep on thinking about it. Your mother’s command is not a reason not to think about how delicious lemonade is; it is a reason not to act on that consideration.11

These features of Raz’s theory are only background to understanding the relation between authority and autonomy. They help to see how obedience to an authority can be compatible with human autonomy. But a full understanding of that compatibility needs more: it needs the insight that “autonomy is valuable only if exercised in pursuit of the good.” And it needs the crucial feature of the service conception: that a person can use a service provided by an authority in his or her own pursuit of the good.12 Accepting authority can diminish autonomy; it can also be an exercise of autonomy.

Children (even twelve-year-olds) are not fully autonomous. It would be a mistake to think that people suddenly become fully autonomous at the age of majority, or ever. But twelve-year-olds do generally lack aspects of autonomy that thirty-year-olds generally have. This relative lack of autonomy is not a consequence of the mere fact that they are subject to authority. Instead, it reflects and is reflected in the breadth of their parents’ jurisdiction over them. Neither children nor adults lack autonomy merely in virtue of subjection to authority. Insofar as an authority provides the service that Raz describes, deference to the authority can be an exercise of autonomy. It is so if the subject exercises judgment as to the authority’s jurisdiction, and as to the scope of the directive, and as to the effect of unexcluded considerations.

But does law claim an authority that is incompatible with autonomy?

2. Law does not necessarily claim unlimited authority

The law is not your mom, and it may have far less concern for your autonomy than she does. It is impersonal, general, systematic, and violent. Does law necessarily violate autonomy? What is law claiming when it claims authority? It may seem that it claims not simply exclusionary force but a form of supremacy over our lives that is incompatible with our autonomy.

“Every legal system claims authority,” Raz says,14 It is a figurative statement. I think it is a mistake (made more than once by leading writers)15 to think that the figure is a personification. The figure is a metonymy (because it is legal authorities, not the law that claim authority) for an implicature (legal authorities do not generally state the claim; their conduct presupposes the soundness of the claim). How does the implicature arise? Not merely because law controls society, or because it requires this or that form of behavior. Anyone capable of threatening you is capable of directing you to do this or that, and capable of threatening this or that response to non-compliance with its directives. H.L.A. Hart pointed out the importance of distinguishing (in a way that he thought Bentham could not do) between directing behavior by threats of pain, and directing behavior by making rules that impose obligations.16 Both the gunman and the lawmaker purport to direct your behavior by giving you reasons: only the lawmaker purports to impose obligations. In Raz’s terms, the gunman only purports to give you an extremely weighty reason that you had better put into one side of the Balance; the lawmaker purports to give you protected reasons.

All legal systems purport not only to require or to prohibit conduct but to regulate the life of a community—to impose a normative order. They characterize some forms of behavior that they prohibit as offences, and they characterize requirements as obligations, and imposes as taxes, and their responses to prohibited conduct as penalties or remedies. Those normative characterizations are good if and only if the prohibitions and requirements and impost and responses to conduct are prescribed as offences and obligations and taxes and penalties and remedies by a legitimate authority acting within its jurisdiction. So it seems to me to be an important insight that law claims authority; it is not a truisim but an interpretation of a nearly universal technique for the ordering of complex societies.

According to Raz, law’s claim to authority includes an answer to the question of jurisdiction and scope: law claims unlimited jurisdiction,17 and its directives exclude all reasons that it does not recognize.18 I will argue that these two propositions generalize too far. Law is like your mother in this respect: it claims an unspecified jurisdiction, and legal directives often have an unspecified exclusionary force.

The jurisdiction of a legal system

It may seem absurd to speak of the jurisdiction of a legal system when, in the legal sense, “jurisdiction” is something conferred by law—so that it seems, as Raz claims, that law claims unlimited authority. It is true that legal systems do not generally set limits to their own jurisdiction. Yet a legal system need not claim that there are or that there are not any limits to its authority.19

I say that the jurisdiction that law claims is unspecific because law implicitly claims the jurisdiction needed for its purposes, and it does not give a general statement of its purposes. Its claim to jurisdiction is, of course, universal within the class of mandatory norms purportedly created by the authorities of the system acting within their particular lawful
jurisdictions. And it is needless to say that the making of laws in any system suggests a claim to a wider jurisdiction than just to make those laws. But legal authorities do not typically say that they have unlimited authority, or do anything that implies such a claim.

Why does Raz say that law claims unlimited authority? He rightly points out that legal systems do not acknowledge any limitation of the spheres of behaviour which they claim authority to regulate. If legal systems are established for a definite purpose it is a purpose which does not entail a limitation over their claimed scope of competence.

But these truths do not mean that legal systems claim that there is no limitation on the spheres of behavior they claim to regulate. The purposes for which legal systems are established entail neither that there is a limitation to their claimed scope of competence nor that there is no limitation.

Or again, Raz points out that “the law provides ways of changing the law and of adopting any law whatsoever, and it always claims authority for itself.” Granted that every legal system provides ways of changing the law, and claims authority for itself, that does not entail that it claims to have unlimited authority.

Compare mothers. They characteristically claim authority over their children. Do they claim unlimited jurisdiction? They claim much more far-reaching jurisdiction to regulate their children’s lives than any legal system claims. Unlike the rule of law, the rule of a mother does not generally involve rule-governed techniques for adoption of new norms. But mothers certainly have a technique for creating new norms, and they do not necessarily admit or deny that any other authority (including legal authorities) has jurisdiction over them. They do not necessarily acknowledge any limitation of the spheres of behavior that they claim authority to regulate. A mother’s authority is for the good of the child—and for various other goods, such as the good of their relationship, and the good of the rest of the family, and doubtless the protection of others. None of the values that ground her authority would justify her in claiming unlimited jurisdiction. She may make unfavourable claims, of course. But in order to carry out her role in your life as a mother, she need only claim the authority that is needed for the purposes of a mother.

There need be nothing in the behavior of a mother that implies a claim to unlimited authority, and in this respect legal systems are similar. They do not (at least, they do not necessarily) acknowledge any limit on their jurisdiction, but that does not mean that they claim that there is no limit to it. The law of England does not generally regulate thoughts, or table manners, or the rules of Parcheesi. It has not renounced authority to do so, but it does not claim authority to do so, either.

This view is compatible with Raz’s insight that “the law presents itself as a body of authoritative standards and requires all those to whom they apply to acknowledge their authority” (AL 33). And it is compatible with his view that political authorities tend to have far less authority than they claim. A legal system presents all its mandatory norms as protected reasons, but it does not claim the authority to give just any directive, or (I will argue) to exclude every consideration that it does not recognize.

**Interpretation, and the scope of legal directives**

Legal rules do not exclude all considerations. As Raz points out, they often state the considerations they do or do not exclude. But I do not think that they exclude every consideration that is not legally recognized.

Suppose that the law imposes a curfew, requiring you to stay in your house at night. During the night, your house bursts into flames. You run outside and you are prosecuted for the offense of breaking the curfew. The regulation creating the offense says nothing of any defense, and the tribunals that apply the regulation have never faced such a case before. There is no legal source for any defense. You may say that you have committed an offense, but a good court will change the law by creating a new defense (recognizing the sort of emergency you faced as a consideration that is not excluded), and apply the new law retrospectively in your case. It is true that a good court will sometimes retroactively change the law, but in this situation the court may have no reason to conclude that you have committed an offense.

The conclusion that you committed an offense might involve a misinterpretation of the law. The court may need to change the law only by acting on a good interpretation of the curfew law that had not been authoritatively given before. The interpretative question is what to make of the fact that the authorities directed you to stay in the house. The court needs to work out the effect of that authoritative act. The question of the effect of the directive is to be answered in a way that does not frustrate the purposes for which the institution that made the curfew exercises authority over you. The law empowers the court to decide those purposes; there is no general reason to think that, when it prohibits a form of conduct without qualification, the law’s purposes exclude all considerations that have not been legally recognized as non-excluded. And a recent remark by Raz suggests that he takes that view: “authoritative directives preempt...conflicting reasons, not all conflicting reasons, but those that the lawmaker was meant to consider before issuing the directive.” Just as a limit on your mother’s jurisdiction is a ground of interpretation of an unspecific directive from her, a lawmaker’s jurisdiction provides a guide to what it is that a legal directive excludes.

Legal directives do not generally purport to exclude all considerations that are not legally recognized any more than your mother’s directive to you to stay in the house excludes all considerations that she has not recognized. What law necessarily does is to empower institutions to determine the jurisdiction of its institutions and the scope of its own norms.

**3. Laws do not necessarily violate autonomy**

To carry out the functions that make it what it is, law needn’t regulate thoughts, or table manners, or the rules of Parcheesi. And, therefore, it needn’t claim jurisdiction to regulate them. Legal authorities are political authorities and need claim no more than political authority.

In section 1, I argued that one aspect of the compatibility of authority and autonomy is that it is, in a sense, the responsibility of the subject of an authority to decide the extent of an authority’s jurisdiction and the scope of a particular directive. As Raz has recently put it, “in following authority...one’s ultimate self-reliance is preserved, for it is one’s own judgment which directs one to recognize the authority of another.” The subject may have to exercise such judgment concerning the problems of jurisdiction and of scope that I have addressed. But what then? Both issues can be controversial and the power to determine an answer to them can be very significant, and authorities need to be able to respond to wayward or rebellious or mistaken decisions.

Like your mother, law must exert control over its own jurisdiction and the scope of its own directives if it is to fulfill its functions. But unlike your mother, it must regulate the ways in which it carries out that responsibility. Your mother only needs wisdom and self-control; she has the opportunity to respond
to you with unregulated compassion. By the same token, her position gives her the opportunity to act arbitrarily.

In a legal system, the analogous forms of arbitrariness would be intolerable: they would violate the requirements of the rule of law. The law needs rule-governed techniques for controlling its own jurisdiction and the scope of its directives. And the artificiality of those techniques creates a risk to autonomy. If the community is to be ruled by law, jurisdiction and scope cannot merely be left to subjects, of course. They cannot be left to the unfettered discretion of tribunals, either. The resultant cumbersome separation of legislative and adjudicative functions means that legal institutions cannot be as sprightly as your mother can in distinguishing a departure from a directive that reflects a rejection of authority from a departure from a directive that supports the authority. The system cannot trust the tribunal with complete freedom to identify the considerations that are not excluded by a legal norm. That feature of the rule of law tends (but it is only a tendency) to make it difficult for a court to apply the law faithfully in disputed matters.

Questioning authority is compatible with acknowledging authority. Raz’s theory of authority does not lead to the conclusion that authority necessarily violates autonomy (though authorities often do so). It does not lead to the conclusion that the authority of law necessarily violates autonomy, either; to make that clear, I think it is important to see that law does not claim unlimited jurisdiction and does not claim unlimited scope for its directives. But the requirements of the rule of law create a standing risk that the law will not adequately recognize the autonomy of its subjects because of its artificial techniques for controlling its own jurisdiction and for controlling the scope of its directives.

Ironically, the risk arises from requirements that are calculated to protect the autonomy of persons from arbitrary use of power.
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